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Powerful, Easy-to-Implement Sales Order Automation

   n Accelerate & Automate Your Sales Order Process 

   n Achieve Greater Productivity and Process Control Over Sales Orders

   n Stand-alone or integrated with your ERP/CRM/ECM/LOB System

Create a Complete, End-to-End Automated Sales Order Process 
that Leverages Your Existing Systems

Looking for a better way to gain control over your Sales 
Order process to better manage business KPIs while 
boosting productivity and lowering costs? OrderAction 
from Artsyl Technologies provides a seamless industry-
leading Sales Order automation solution specifically 
designed to eliminate the most painful, manual steps in 
your Sales Order process. 

OrderAction is a smart process application that 
incorporates intelligent capture technology to extract 

data from your business documents, plus automated 
workflow functionality, ERP/CRM/LOB integration for 
data validation, automated transaction entry and 
enterprise content management integration.

Build upon the foundation of Artsyl Technologies’ 
docAlpha digital transformation platform, 
OrderAction is designed for maximum flexibility 
and optimal performance, so it can adapt as your 
company grows and your processes evolve.

Eliminate Data Entry and Reduce Errors 

OrderAction’s intelligent capture functionality 
transforms Sales Order documents into transaction 
data automatically - eliminating manual data entry. By 

connecting to your ERP system, OrderAction cross-
checks data against your business system records to 
ensure accuracy and identify potential duplicate orders. 
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Transform Order Line Item Details into Buyer Behavior Data

By intelligently extracting both header and line item 
details from customer orders, OrderAction allows 
organizations to gather timely information about 

buyer behaviors and trends, while accelerating 
the sales order process and reducing days sales 
outstanding.

Eliminate Exceptions and Errors with Automated Workflow

With OrderAction, you have the flexibility to rely 
on the solution’s built-in workflow capabilities 
or to leverage the workflow functionality of your 
ERP or ECM systems. The solution’s automated 
approval workflow routes orders to one or 
multiple approvers based on your business rules, 

accelerating the validation/approval process 
while providing an instant audit trail. 

To eliminate workflow bottlenecks, OrderAction 
can deliver automated alerts and reminders when 
approvers have exceeded a time threshold. 

Boost Productivity with Automatic Transaction Entry

At the end of the process, OrderAction’s ERP system 
connectivity takes the pain out of transaction entry by 

automating the creation of approved order records in 
your ERP system, with a complete audit trail.

OrderAction ERP Connector Benefits

• Flexible, easy to implement ERP/ECM system 
connectivity

• Dramatically reduces data 
entry errors 

• Reduces Sales Order cycle times by automating 
transaction entry

• Delivers greater cash flow/other Sales Order KPI 
visibility with real time reporting

Take the Next Step and Learn How to Get More Out 
of Your Existing Systems and Processes 

to Elevate & Accelerate Your Sales Order Process!

For more information, consult your Artsyl Technologies account representative and request a 
demonstration of OrderAction


